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ABSTRACT
Absolute ionization cross sections have been determined for
collisions between sodium atoms in laser-selected Rydberg states.
Measurements were made in a thermal-energy self-colliding beam for
n = 2&-29 0 states. The cross sections have been found to be roughly
fifty times geometric and show fair agreement with a recent classical
trajectory Monte Carlo calculation but differ greatly from an earlier
indirect measurement.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This dissertation describes the first direct measurement of
cross sections for ionizing collisions between two Rydberg atoms.

The

experiments were performed on Rydberg states of sodium in an atomic
beam in which the colliding atoms had been prepared in the same quantum
state.

The results presented here are expected to be typical of other

elements as well, since the properties of Rydberg states vary little
for different elements.
History and Current Interest in Rydberg-Rydberg Collisions
With much of the pioneering work dating back several decades,
the field of Rydberg atom spectroscopy can hardly be considered a
totally new discipline.

In fact, as early as 1930 atomic theory had

progressed to the point where all but the most subtle features of
Rydberg spectra could be readily explained and accurately predicted. 1-

3

However, with the development of the tunable dye laser, the field
experienced a dramatic resurgence in activity to the point where, today,
more than half of the papers published on the subject have appeared
after 1975.

The high resolution of the laser has afforded the

spectroscopist the necessary precision to reveal ever more detailed
spectral features of high Rydberg states.
1

2

As more and more powerful lasers became available, it was soon
possible to routinely prepare very high densities of Rydberg atoms in
selected states

(101~

cm- 3 is not unusual).

With such high densities so

easily achievable, interest in collisional processes in highly excited
states also experienced a strong revival.

Many of the early studies

focused on spectral line broadening produced by collisions with various
buffer gases," but it was not long before thermal-energy collisj,ons
were also recognized as important in the production of ionized species. 5
Indeed, the operation of the now-commonplace thermionic diode,6 with a
sensiti vity approaching the single quantum limit, is thought to rely
heavily on this type of collision.
One type of collision that has not previously been investigated
directly,

and

has

only

been

studied

Rydberg-Rydberg ionizing collision.

theoretically,

is

the

Although Rydberg-Rydberg collisions

have sometimes been implicated in the production of ions and free
electrons in laser-excited vapors,',B their contribution is often masked
by the presence of several concurrent ionizing mechanisms.

These

mechanisms include associative ionization,' Penning ionization of dimer
molecules, and Rydberg-ground-state 9 as well as Rydberg-free-electron
collisional ionization. 10

Furthermore, blackbody photoionization 11 and

superradiant effects,12 once considered exotic, may now
important role.

This

complicated situation makes

play an

experimental

determination of the individual Rydberg-Rydberg ionization cross section
quite difficult.

Nevertheless, due to their extremely large cross

sections, Rydberg-Rydberg ionizing collisions could easily limit the

3

formation of high Rydberg densities necessary in certain types of
millimeter wave lasers and reduce the sensitivity of some proposed
infrared detector applications.

Recently these collisions have also

been postulated to be the necessary seeding process responsible for
triggering certain avalanche processes encountered at high Rydberg
densities. B

This dissertation represents the first experimental effort

to measure directly the cross sections associated with collisions of
this variety.
Summary of Chapters
Chapter 2 presents a review of the theoretical description of
Rydberg states as well as their peculiar properties in radiation fields
and during collisions.

Chapter 3 describes the novel experimental

technique employed and some of the procedures used in the study.

This

Chapter also developes the necessary rate equations used in the
analysis.

The

considerable amount

of apparatus

developed and

incorporated in the experiment is described in Chapter

4.

The

procedures used in data reduction and analysis are found in the fifth
chapter, along with a short description of typical signals recorded in
the experiment.

Here, the experimental results are also discussed and

comparisons are made to recent theoretical predictions and to some
earlier indirect experimental studies.

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF RELEVANT THEORY
When an atom is in a state of sufficiently high principal
quantum number n, the average position of the valence electron is far
from the ionic core and the atom appears hydrogenic.

The excited

states of these hydrogen-like atoms' have been termed Rydberg states,
and their properties can be understood by straightforward extension of
hydrogenic theory.
difficult

For these highly-excited states, the immensely

problem of finding the energy levels of N electrons

interacting wi th the nucleus and each other is drastically simplified
by separating the system into a core of N-l electrons and a valence
electron.

The problem then becomes mainly a one-electron problem

with some corrections.

Since the core electrons are tightly bound,

their wave functions are limited to a small region around the nucleus,
and the effective potential VCr) "seen" by the valence electron is
mainly a Coulomb potential, i.e.

V(r)

(1)

where e is the electronic charge, €o is the permitivity constant, and r
is the separation distance between the electron and the ionic core.

4

5

This is why, to a first approximation, Rydberg states appear as simple
hydrogenic excited states for which the energies and wave functions
are well known.
The spectra of the alkali elements are conveniently described
by the particularly simple quantum defect model, in which energy
splittings are fitted to a simple analytic formula expressed as a
function only of n and the angular momentum quantum number 2..

In

simple form the formula can be expressed as 13

( 2)

where En is the energy of the state, h is Planck's constant, c is the
speed of light, R is the Rydberg constant, and o.Q, is the quantum
defect.

For simplicity, the expression (n-o.Q,) in the denominator is

often symbolized n*.

This Simple formula has been termed the Rydberg

formula in honor of the Swedish spectroscopist J. R. Rydberg, and by it
the energies of a great number of Rydberg states are easily accounted
for.
The small

effects

due to electron screening, electron

exchange, and core polarization are all contained in o.Q, which is then
only a weak function of n.

Furthermore, because the quantum numbers

are so large, quantum mechanics approaches the classical limit.

As a

consequence, semiclassical pictures or even classical pictures can
provide an accurate description of highly excited states in terms of

6

electron orbits and can yield simple physical pictures of their
dynamics.

In the sections that follow, an appeal will frequently be

made to these simple descriptions.
Spontaneous Radiative Decay
It

is well known that, in the absence of any perturbations, an

excited atom will eventually return to the ground state by the process
of spontaneous emission.

The spontaneous decay rate from an excited

state Ik> to a lower state Ii> is given by the Einstein coefficient Aki'
which in cgs units can be expressed as 14

where m is the electron mass, wki is the transition frequency between
the states, and fki is the oscillator strength for the transition.

For

degenerate states, the oscillator strength is given by

(4)

where gk is the degeneracy of the state Ik>,
divided by 211,

r

~

is Planck's constant

is the position vector, and the sum is over all

sublevels mi and mk.

N

The total decay rate 1/1k of the state can then

be found by summing the transition rates to all lower states Ii>:

7

For states of high n and low 1, the dominant term in the
summation is the highest-frequency term, corresponding to the
transition to the lowest-lying

state.

Since this frequency does not

change much with n, the n dependence of the lifetime is determined
primarily by the square of the dipole matrix element to the lowestlying accessible state, which varies as n- 3 at fixed i.

For sodium,

this scaling law has been experimentally verified, and for D states
the natural lifetimes

t

N are given by the empirical formula 15

t

N

=

O.959(n*P nsec .

(6)

For states of increasing i, but the same n, the selection rule
(~i

n

~

=
i

±

1) begins to restrict transitions to higher lying states where
and, hence, rapidly leads to much greater lifetimes.

For

example, the 12p state of hydrogen has a lifetime of 321 nsec, whereas
the 120 state (i = 11) has a lifetime of 21.3

~sec.

8 '

Rydberg-Ground-state Collisions
The behavior of high-Rydberg atoms in collisions contrasts
sharply with that of ground or lower-excited-state atoms and is
primarily the result of differences in their characteristic properties.
The large size and weak binding energy of the outer electron in
Rydberg

atoms

make

them

extremely susceptible

to

external

perturbations and hence very fragile by comparison to ground-state
atoms.

Table (1) briefly summarizes some of the properties of high

Rydberg states that are essential to developing an understanding of
the Rydberg-Rydberg and Rydberg-ground-state collision.

Numerical

values are included for sodium in the 4D (a low-lying excited state)
and 30D (a state which is typical of the states studied here).
In the description of slow collisions between ground-state
atoms,

the Born-Oppenheimer separation is often employed.

Here the

collisions are viewed as taking place on well-defined molecular
potential-energy surfaces derived from quantum mechanical solution of
the energy problem for

various internuclear separations.

The

treatment is valid because electrons in ground-state atoms move very
fast compared to the relative motion of the two approaching nuclei and
can acUust themselves adiabatically to it.

This is not true for a

collision involving a high-Rydberg state where the outer electron
moves rather slowly along a much larger orbit.

The large size of the

Rydberg atom in itself suggests that the outer electron and the ionic
core,

being well separated, behave as independent scattering entities

during a collision.

This model, originally proposed by Fermi ,16 is

TABLE 1.

Typical Parameters for Rydberg and Non-Rydberg states

property

approximate
numerical values

n-dependence

4D

30D

n2

1. 1 x 10- 7 cm

Mean electron orbital
velocity vn

n- I

5.5

Binding energy

n- 2

0.86 eV

Energy spacing between
adjacent n levels 6E n

n- 3

1

Geometric cross
section Og

n~

2.3 x 1 O-I~ cm 2

7.2 x 10- 11 cm 2

Transition dipole
moment (n, 2.1 r In, 2.-1>

n2

16a o

1287a o

Radiati ve lifetime

n3

57 nsec

26 Jjsec

Mean radius

ro

En

1

X

10 7 cm

4.8

S-I

eV

X

10- 6 cm

7.3 x 10 6 em s- I
15 meV

1 meV

\0

10

illustrated in Fig. 1.

In this case, the dynamics of the collision may

be more properly described as the sum of electron-atom and ionic-coreatom interactions.

This situation simplifies the theoretical treatment

of Rydberg-atom collisions over lower-lying excited-state collisions,
and is intuitively more satisfying.

It is also interesting to note here

that if the electron-atom interaction dominates in the collision, a
study of Rydberg-atom collisions could provide useful information
about low-energy electron-atom scattering and vice versa.
At pressures of several hundred torr, a high-Rydberg state
will actually contain many ground-state atoms within the orbit of the
excited electron.

Since the binding energy is very low, the electron

acts as a quasi-free particle as it moves along its trajectory,
recei ving occasional impulses from atoms in its path.

In a collision

between the Rydberg electron and the atom, it is unlikely that much
energy will be transferred, since the ground-state atom has no
internal degrees of freedom that the electron can excite or de-excite.
If energy is transferred at all, it will likely come in a nearly

elastic scattering process.

This is so because the large mass

difference between the electron and the atom makes energy transfer
very inefficient.

The likely outcome of such an event is a small

change in the electron kinetic energy, manifesting itself as a change
in the angular momentum state of the Rydberg atom after the collision.
Evidence supporting this view is contained in studies measuring the
effecti veness of pressure broadening on transitions to Rydberg P
states in alkali atoms produced by noble gases. 17

Fig. 2 shows the

Case (1)

Case (2)

Fig. 1.
Schematic Illustration of the Two Cases for HiRh-Rydbergr,round-state Collisions. Case (1), where the Rydberg-E1ectron-Atom
Interaction Dominates; and Case (2),where the Ionic-Core-Atom Interaction
Dominates.

12

effect for the case of cesium in one atmosphere of argon.
evident that the

broade~ng

states above n-10.

It is

actually decreases with increasing n for

This somewhat surprising stability of the high

Rydberg states occurs because even the

~-changing

to take place for the well-isolated nP states.

process is unlikely

As would be expected,

however, this stabilizing effect breaks down rapidly for the higher i
states where the energy intervals are much smaller.
Rydberg-Rydberg Collisions
Because interactions between two Rydberg atoms take place high
in the continuum for autoionization, there exists an almost infinite
number of channels for ionization and excitation transfer.

The need to

include all of these channels makes it difficult to treat the collision
in a completely quantum-mechanical fashion.

Due to this inevitable

complication, many theoreticians have chosen to treat the problem
using other methods.

Toward this end, semiclassical descriptions of

the interaction have been quite successful in a number of ways for
treating the lower Rydberg states, but in treating high Rydberg states,
classical trajectory methods have proven to be the most useful.
inherent advantage of the classical

tr~ectory

One

methods is that the

Coulomb potentials between the interacting particles are explicitly
known, eliminating the need for approximations.

In particular, the

classical trajectory Monte Carlo method (CTMC) has been applied to the
problem of collisions between Rydberg states of hydrogen, and will be
described in some detail below.

2..0

1.5
(",,-I

1.0

!L-

0.5

• e

•

I
10

2.0

•
30

.-.

e

q.o

n
Fig. 2.
The n Dependence of the Linewidth for Transitions from the Ground
State in Cesillm due to Perturbation by Argon Atoms.
(From Mazing and Vrubh.skaya 17 )
......

w
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In the CTMC approach, classical electron orbits are associated
with the specified initial states of the atoms, and the phase and
orientation of each electron orbit are chosen randomly.

The classical

Hamilton's equations of motion are then solved numerically for each
encounter, and the energy and angular-momentum parameters of the
final electron orbits are determined and related to the quantum energy
levels of the atom.

The calculations are carried out for various

approach velocities and impact parameters, resulting in velocityresolved cross sections.

Two features of Rydberg-Rydberg collisions

are predominantly responsible for the success of the CTMC method.
First, the Coulomb interactions between the particles are relatively
strong and long range; and secondly, there exists almost a continuum
of final states over a fairly wide energy range into which one of the
collision partners may be de-excited.

In addition, the classical

treatment of Coulomb scattering agrees with the exact quantummechanical approach.
The specific concern of this section is to understand what
takes place in collisions between Rydberg atoms of the same i1 that
leads to the formation of free electrons.

This

~rocess

is illustrated

by the reaction below.

A**

+

A**

~

e-

(7)

+ •••

The four-body problem presented here requires a set of 18 coupled
first-order differential equations for solution.

The only forces

15

considered to be acting on the particles are the 1/r2 Coulomb forces.
This calculation was carried out explicitly by D1son 1B for the case of
hydrogen in the n=1D and 20 states.

The result of the calculation is

presented in graphical form in Fig. 3 for various ratios of the
collision velocity to the electron orbital velocity v/v e •
Rydberg-Electron Collisions and Avalanche Effects
In a collision between an electron and a Rydberg atom, three
particles are involved: the incident electron
e~,

and the ionic core A+.

e~,

the orbiting electron

If the energy of the incident electron is

greater than the binding energy of the Rydberg atom, the collision has
three possible outcomes:

direct scattering

(8)

ionization

(9)

classical exchange

(10)

In the direct scattering process, the orbiting electron remains
bound but may exchange some energy with the incident electron,
producing a change in the int.erna1 energy of the Rydberg atom.
result is a change in n, or in i, or in both.

The

Cross sections for the

i-changing process, in a region where the ratio of the incident
electron's velocity to the orbital velocity of the bound electron is
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close to unity, are predicted to be of the order TIa~(n*)S.19

This

prediction has been substantiated in similar collisions between He+
ions and Rydberg sodium atoms 20 where the ratio of the lon's velocity
to the orbital velocity v/ve of the Rydberg electron was in the range

1.3-2.3.

Here the cross sections were found to vary approximately as

n S and to have magnitudes on the order of 10 B

K2 for n

=

20-34.

For the ionizing process to take place, the bound electron
must gain enough energy to leave the ionic core, but the incident
electron must not lose so much energy that it then becomes bound.
this happens, the exchange process will result in another bound
[reaction (10)J.

If

syste~

In the theoretical treatment of the ionizing process,

the CTMC method has again proven to give the most reliable results in
the

case

velocities.

of

Rydberg states

and

low

incident-energy electron

The method is identical to that described previously for

collisions between Rydberg atoms, except that now only three particles
are considered (the second ionic core is missing).

An analysis was

carried out for this system by Arbines et al,21 the results of which
are shown in Fig. 4.

The error bars in the figure represent

approximate statistical 68% confidence limits.
Another aspect of electron-Rydberg collisions that deserves
further consideration is the propensity to produce a chain reaction.
look at reaction (11) reveals that each free electron has the ability
to reproduce itself by collision with a Rydberg atom, thereby
establishing a route for posi ti ve feedback which can lead to an
avalanche.
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Fig. 4.
Normalized Cross Sections for the Ionization of Rydberg states of
Hydrogen by Incident Electrons (Diamonds): and Incident Protons (Squares).
(From Arbines et a1 21 1966).
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e- + A**
4:

~

2e- + A+
I

( 11)

The relevant rate equation for the reaction in whi,ch electrons are
produced by the above mechanism and then leave the excited-state
medium is
( 12)

where ne and n

R

are the free-electron and Rydberg-state densities

respectively, keR is the rate constant for electron-Rydberg ionizing
collisions, and G is the rate at which free electrons leave the
excitation region.

At low Rydberg densities, the rate at which

electrons leave the region exceeds the rate of production of free
electrons.

Here the reaction is stable and eventually dies away since

the departing electrons are not adequately replenished by further
electron-Rydberg collisions.
However, as the density of Rydbergs is increased, a threshold is
eventually reached where, on the average, each departing electron
produces exactly one additional free electron by collision with a
Rydberg atom before it leaves the excitation region.

At this density,

which is referred to as the critical density, a steady state is
achieved in which the free-electron production and depletion rates
exactly balance, and the reaction becomes self-perpetuating.

This

steady state would persist indefinitely were it not for the fact that
the Rydberg density is diminished in the process.

20

Above the critical density free electrons are produced in
excess, leading to an increase in the electron density and a
concomitant increase in the free-electron production rate.

The

synergism between the free-electron density and the free-electron
production rate causes the dense Rydberg medium to become unstable
and evolve into a plasma.

This avalanche process can be further

enhanced by the positive space-charge developed as a result of the
departure of free electrons from

the excitation region.

Once

established, the electrostatic potential in the space-charge region
will trap electrons whose kinetic energy is insufficient to escape.
These electrons are then forced to orbit back and forth in the medium
where they continue to collide with and ionize any remaining Rydberg
states.

The magnitude and the rol e of space-charge effects are

considered in more detail in Appendix B.
Blackbody and Superradiant Effects
The interaction of blackbody radiation with Rydberg atoms has
two effects:

to induce transitions by stimulated absorption and

emission of radiation, and to produce shifts in the atomic levels.

The

magnitude of these effects depends on the match of the atomic
frequencies to the blackbody frequencies, and on the strength of the
coupling between the atoms and the radiation field.

For lower excited

states, effects produced by the ambient background radiation of a room
temperature

environment

are

so

small

as

undetectable, and thus are generally ignored.

to

be

practically

The effects are more

21

dramatic, however, for Rydberg states where the low transition
frequencies lie within the r'ange of the blackbody spectrum and the
large electric-dipole moments of the transitions provide excellent
coupling to the radiation field.

For the purposes of this work, the

energy shifts have little effect on the experiment as a whole, and
will be ignored.

However, inasmuch as the transitions driven by

blackbody radiation depopulate a Rydberg level, they reduce its
effective lifetime and, consequently, warrant careful consideration.
The total transition probability l/t~ for stimulated absorptio~
1

and emission of radiation from a level Ii> to all other levels Ik> is
given by the sum of the transition probabilities to the individual
states 22

where the Bik's are the Einstein B coefficients between states
Ii> and Ik>, and P(wik) is the power density of the radiation field per
unit bandwidth at the frequency wik.

The Einstein B coefficients

~
mi ,m

l< km k lrlim i >12
k

arel~

( 1 4)

22
while the spectrum of the energy density per unit frequency for a
blackbody radiator at temperature T and frequency w is given by23
ik

W1k
MWik
2 3 eMWik/kT - 1
1T C

(15 )

On combining Eqs. (13), (14), and (15) the complete expression
for the total decay rate is found:

B

1.

1

(16)

k

When this expression is compared to the result obtained in the previous
section for the natural decay rate Eq. (5), it is apparent that the
frequency dependence of the blackbody-stimulated process differs
significantly from the natural radiative process.

Specifically, the

blackbody process favors transitions to nearby states for which wik

«

kT, while the natural radiative process favors transitions to the
lowest lying states.

To illustrate the difference between the two

processes, and to compare their relative magnitudes at 300 oK, the 18s
state of sodium fluoresces predominately to the 3p and 4p state at a
combined rate of 9xl0"

S-I,

while the blackbody process stimulates

transitions predominately to the 18p and 18d states at a combined rate

23

The assumption that W],k

«

kT and application of the

oscillator sum rule

( 1 7)

also allows the simplification of Eq.(16) to

1
,.B
1

The total decay rate from a state Ii> (which is the inverse of
its effective lifetime) is the sum of the natural and stimulated decay
rates,
+

1

,N

( 1 9)

Blackbody radiation is not restricted to driving only boundstate to bound-state transitions, but can also be effective in causing
bound-state to continuum transitions where the result is blackbodyinduced photoionization.

This process occurs as the result of coupling

betwee!1 the botmd-state wave function and the continuum wave function
by the action of the radiation field.

The effect is greatest for high

Rydberg states close to the ionization threshold where the binding
energy of the state is much less than kT.

The photoinization rate R is

24

R

J:

CO(w)p(w) dw

(20)

41T

where

~

(21)

2. '=2.±1

is the cross section for the photoionization process.

The calculation

of o(w) is difficult since it requires knowlege of the matrix element
between

the

continuum

and

the

bound-state

wave

functions.

Nevertheless, Spencer ct alII have reported a numerical method for
calculating cross sect::.')!"..::> that agrees well with their experimental
measurements.

CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The

overall

layout

schematically in Fig. 5.

of

the

experiment

is

represented

An effusive beam of atomic sodium was

produced by heating an oven containing sodium metal to a temperature
of about 400°C and allowing the vapor to escape through a
2-mm-diameter hole.

The atomic beam passed vertically between a pair.

of stainless-steel field plates where it was crossed at right angles
by two collinear, counterpropagating, pulsed dye-laser beams.

The

field plates and the entire interaction region were surrounded by a
liquid-nitrogen-cooled enclosure in order to reduce the background
pressure and blackbody photoionization rate.

A pair of tunable dye

lasers sequentially excited the Rydberg states (n=26-29 D) through the
intermediate 32p3/2 state [Fig. 6J.

The lasers were synchronously

pumped by a nitrogen laser and produced 5 nsec pulses.

Both lasers

were strongly polarized in a plane parallel to the normal of the field
plates.
().-4250

The lasers were operated with R6-G 0-5900

A)

A)

and LD425

dyes, respectively, and provided typically 1-2 kW peak power

wi thin a bandwidth of 2 GHz.

The high peak-power densi ties (200

kW/cm2) of the lasers consistently achieved excitation fractions in
excess of 0.01 over the range of n studied.
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The production of free electrons within the laser exci ted
volume

was

multiplier.

monitored

using a

calibrated CuBe-dynode electron

A negative 10-V bias applied to field plate 1 directed the

electrons through an aperture in field plate 2 and into a high gain
(G-l0 6 ) electron multiplier.

The time-resolved ionization signal was

amplified and fed to one channel of a Biomation transient digitizer and
passed on to a Z80-based microcomputer.

Two microseconds after the

onset of collisional ionization, all of the remaining Rydberg atoms
were field ionized by the sudden application of a negative 2000-V pulse
on field plate 2.

The resulting burst of field-ionization electrons

was collected on a second, similar electron multiplier but with much
lower gain (G-l0").

The current output from this electron multiplier

was sent through a precision resistor producing a voltage waveform
that was recorded on the second channel of the transient digitizer.
The total number of field-ionized Rydberg atoms could be deduced by
numerical

integration of

this

waveform.

Typical

experimental

operating conditions are summarized in Table 2.
Rate Equation Analysis
After laser excitation and before the field ionizing pulse, the
production of free electrons from Rydberg atoms is governed by the
following rate equation:

TABLE 2.

Typical Experimental Operating Conditions.

Parameter

Typical Value

Oven temperature

400°C

Oven density

10 IS cm

-3

ground states

10 II cm

-3

Rydberg atoms

10 9 cm

Beam density:

-3

Dimer molecules

2%

dc plate bias

10 V

Pulse voltage

2000 V

Sampling interval

200

Background pressure

<10- 6 torr

Cold enclosure temperature

80 K

Initial excitation volume

2.51x10- 3 cm]

nsec

tv
\0

30

(22)

where nR is the number density of Rydberg states, nG is the number
density of ground states, and ne is the number density of free
electrons. The k's are the individual rate constants, accounting
successi vely for Rydberg-Rydberg (k
blackbody (k

BB

RR

), Rydberg-ground-state (k

), and Rydberg-free-electron (k

Re

RG

),

) ionization according

to the following reactions:

Na**

+

Na**

kRR
or

Na**

+

Na<3s)

+

hv

Na**

+

e-

~

kRG
or

Na**

Na

kBB
J

k
Re

+

Na 2

Na
~

+

+
+

Na 2

Na

Na

+

+

+

e-

+

e-

+

Na*

+

e-

+

Na*

+

e-

+

e-

(25)

+

2e-

(26)

(24)

A double asterisk denotes the initially-excited Rydberg state whereas
a single asterisk denotes some uncharacterized final state. This final
state may be either an excited state, usually of lower energy, or the
ground state.

Both associati ve and non-associative collisional-

ionization channels are included in kRG and kRR •
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The relative importance of the different terms in Eq. (22) can
be estimated by considering the different rate constants in reactions
14-17..

From the theoretical work of R. E. Dlson,lS the cross section

for ionization by collisions between Rydberg atoms is given by the
formula

0

= g1Ta~(n*)", were n* is the effective quantum number, a o is

the Bohr radius, and g is a constant of proportionality equal to about
nine for sodium atoms at thermal energy (see Fig. 3).

o =

Assuming

2kRR

(27)

vrel

and

vrel

0.54

J2~T

(28)

,

where vrel is the average relative collision velocity (see Appendix A),
the rate constant kRR for the n=27 level becomes 1.5 x 10- 5 cmJ/sec.
Correspondingly, ionization by collisions between Rydberg states of
cesium and the parent ground state has been studied experimentally by
A.N. Klyucharev et al. 25

Here the cross sections are found to increase

with n up to n=9 and then to decrease monotonically for higher n.
Assuming that

the

cross sections

for

Rydberg sodium

are not

significantly different, the rate constant kRG should be on the order
of 10- 10

cm~sec

for the n-27 level, which is also consistent with a

theoretical treatment by B. Liu. 26

Accordingly, the Rydberg-Rydberg

ionization rate should begin to dominate when the ratio nR/nG reaches
10- 5 •

In this experiment, where nR/nG is on the order of 10- 2 , the
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ionization rate for Rydberg-Rydberg collisions should be three orders
of magnitude larger than the rate for Rydberg-ground-state iOnization,
thus allowing the second term in Eq. (22) to be neglected.
By surrounding the excitation region with a copper enclosure
cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature, the blackbody photoionization
rate kBB was reduced to below II 10 2 sec- 1 making the contri bution from
this effect two orders of magnitude less than the first term when
nR=10 e cm- 3 •

The fourth term could be neglected since ne can never

exceed lOs cm- 3 in the presence of the 10-V bias.

Under these

operating conditions it was estimated that all processes other than
the Rydberg-Rydberg channel contributed less than 5% to the overall
ionization signal.

Si.'1ce the natural lifetimes of excited states are

typically 20-25 IJsec for D states in the range n=25-30, the
depopulation is dominated by radiative decay.

We determined the time

dependence of the excited state population by delayed field ionization,
revealing that in this regime of study the excited state lifetimes
were about 30 IJsec for 25 S n S 30, which is roughly consistent with
the theoretical value.

The slight apparent lengthening of the

lifetimes could be due to partial collisional transfer into the higher
angular momentum levels which have longer lifetimes.

Estimates of

the individual ionization rates are summarized in Table 3.

TABLE 3.

Estimates of Individual Ionization Rates (for n=30, nR=10\ nG",10 11 ).

mechanism

rate (cm- 3s- l )

x 10 13

Rydberg-Rydberg Collisions
(I<RR

3

Rydberg-Groundstate Collisions
(k
n n )
RG R G

3 x 1010

Rydberg-Electron Collisions
(I<Re n R ne)

lj

x 1010

Blackbody Photoionization
(I<BB n R)

1

X

nR)

lOll

w

w

CHAPTER 4
APPARATUS
High Vacuum System
The heart of the high-vacuum apparatus consists of a
stainless-steel cylindrical vessel measuring 30 cm in diameter and 35
cm in height.

The top of the chambe'r is covered by a large removable

flange that allows convenient access to the inside.
attached about the circumference are eight

Symmetrically

ports which provide

mounting points for ion gauges, feedthroughs, and various speciali zed
accessories.

Viton O-rings are used throughout in Dependex-type

vacuum joints for sealing the larger ports.

The smaller ports are

sealed using Conflat joints and copper gaskets.

The chamber itself is

evacuated from below and through one of the side ports by two pump
stacks.

Each pump consists of an aluminum gate valve, a four-inch

cryogenic cold trap,

and a four-inch 800 liter/sec oil diffusion pump.

Cooling for the diffusion pumps is provided by a chilled water
recirculating system maintained at approximately 20°C.

The pump

stacks are backed by a 150 liter/min mechanical pump from which they
are isolated by a molecular-sieve oil trap.

A valve may be closed

between them to bypass the pump stacks, allowing the vacuum chamber
to be pumped out directly by the forepump.

The cryotraps are

maintained at -50°C by a methanol recirculating bath that is heat
exchanged with the evaporator of a two-stage cascade-type mechanical
34
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refrigeration system.

The entire assembly is supported by a heavily

reinforced aluminum structure bolted directly to the optical table on
which the lasers are mounted.

The vacuum wi thin the chamber is

measured by a Bayard-Alpert-type iOnization gauge at;tached to lone of
the side ports.

This gauge is operated by a Granville-Phillips Iseries

270 gauge controller which also protects the gauge :from burnout by
automatically shutting off the filament whenever the pressure exceeds
about 10- 3 torr.

An additional interlock system protects the diffusion

pumps in the event of high backing pressure or interr'uption of cooling
water flow.

When activated, the interlock closes an

electropn~umatic

valve located between the diffusion pumps and the \11echanical pump.
The system is triggerable by a flow switch in the chilled water line
or by a Varian-810 thermocouple vacuum gauge and corltroller unit which
senses the foreline pressure.
Sodium Atomic-Beam Source
The sodium source is a cube-shaped oven made of oxygen-free
high-conductivity copper and measures 30.2 x 40.6 x 40.6 mm [F1ig. 7J.
A cylindrical cavity drilled in the top of the oven is covered by a
4-mm-thick copper

plate and acts

as

approximately 112 gm of sodium metal.

a reservoir to contai.n
In the center of the I cover

plate is a 1-mm-diameter circular aperture through which the sodium
vapor is made to pass.

The oven is heated by a 10Q watt tungsten

filament located inside a 1/4-inch-diameter hole
of the oven just below the sodium reservoir.

dri~led

into the side

The oven temperature is

'fJ
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measured by an iron-constantan thermocouple attached to the side of
the oven.

Good thermal contact is ensured by silver soldering the

thermocouple junction to a stainless-steel washer and fastening it to
the oven with a 10-32 machine screw.

A thermally-insulating ceramic

base plate supports the oven and also provides electrical stand-offs
for connecting the tungsten heater.
The oven is charged by cutting a small piece of sodium metal
from a large dry lump with a single-edged razor blade.

The sodiurr. is

first rinsed with methanol to remove any sodium hydroxide from the
surface, and then placed into the oven reservoir.

Two circularly

shaped stainless-steel meshes are then placed directly on top of the
sodi urn to prevent i t from boiling up into and clogging the apert ure.
The cover plate is then secw'ely fastened to the oven with four
stainless-steel machine screws, and the entire assembly is placed
immediately into the vacuum chamber.

Once charged, the oven is not

allowed to sit more than a few minutes in the air to prevent the
formation of a sodium hydroxide crust from reaction with atmospheric
moisture.

After each new charge of sodium the oven is preheated to

about 300°C for 15 minutes to remove any contaminants that may have
been introduced during the cleaning and filling process.
Liquid Nitrogen Enclosure
Due to the high blackbody photoionization rate of Rydberg
states at 300K, it became necessary to shield the excitation volume
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from ambient background radiation in order to reduce its affect to a
manageable level.

To accomplish this, a specially designed liquid-

nitrogen-cooled chamber was used to surround the interaction region.
The chamber was made from eighth-inch copper plate formed into a
squat cylinder measuring four inches in diameter and one and onequarter inches in width [see Fig. 8J.

One face of the cylinder is

removeable to allow for disassem bly and cleaning.

Four small holes

are located symmetrically around the circumference.

The top and

bottom holes provide a vertical pathway for the atomic sodium beam.
The two side holes allow passage for the dye laser beams.

The

intersection of the laser and atomic beams defines the interaction
region.

In the center of each face plate is drilled a 3/4-inch-

diameter hole through which the free electrons are collected.
Two field-ionization plates are located within the cryogenic
chamber and are set off from it by a pair of disk-shaped ceramic
insulators.

The field plates are made from 1/16-inch stainless-steel

plate and measure three inches in diameter.

Both field plates have

been highly polished on the inside face in order to maintain a uniform
electric field in the region between them.

Support for both the field

plates and insulators is provided by a set of four symmetrically
placed liB-inch alumina rods which penetrate through to the outside of
the chamber.

The field plates are set

1/2

inch apart by alumina

spacers slid onto the support rods between them.

Each spacer has a

small metal cup placed over it to prevent shorting, which could occur
from buildup of sodium condensing from the atomic beam.
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center of the field plates are two vertical slots measuring 3.2 x 11
mm.

Each slot is covered by a grid made of fine (100 x 100 Uinch)

stainless-steel mesh held by a support ring and set into a recess
above the slot.

The depth of the recess is matched to the thickness

of the grid so that the mesh is exactly flush with the surface of each
field plate.
Lasers
Since the dye lasers used in this experiment represent a
significant improvement over the more conventional grazing incidence
design (often referred to as the Littman-Metcalf design27), they will
be described in some detail.

By incorporating a double-prism beam

expander in the laser cavity, an improvement in spectral brightness of
about a factor of four was achieved.
schematically in Fig. 9.

The laser design is shown

A high-quality flow-type quartz dye cell

(Precision Cells model 54FL) is illuminated from the side by a highpower nitrogen pump laser, which is focused to a narrow strip by a
10-cm focal-length cylindrical lens.

The nitrogen laser was

manufactured by NRG Corporation and provides typically 200 kW peak
power in a 5 nsec pulse at a repetition rate of 15 Hz (A=337.1 nm).
The dyes used were Rhodamine-6G at - 2x10- 3 M in ethanol and LD-425 at
- 7x10- 3 M in p-dioxane.
A wedged 4 % reflecting mirror forms one end of the laser
cavity and also provides output coupling.

Alignment of this element is

important, and so it is mounted in a high-quality mirror mount with a

BEAM EXPANDING
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DIFFRACTION
GRATING

DYE
CELL

OUTPUT
MIRROR

TUNING
MIRROR
Fig. 9.

Dye Laser Schematic.
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resolution of 1 arc-sec.

The distance between the dye cell and

output mirror is not especially important, but for the most efficient
operation it is kept relatively small (I.e., 1-5 cm).
The two 60° prisms are used at an angle of incidence of about
85° and result in a one-dimensional beam expansion of about a factor
of 10.

The addition of the prism elements allows the grating to be

used at a more efficient angle.

The grating itself is a 50-mm-wide,

1800 l/mm holographic strip manufactured by American Holographics and

is used in second order as the dispersi ve feedback element.

For

narrowband operation, the angle of incidence of the grating with
respect to the incoming beam is chosen to be about 80°.

This angle

completely fills the grating with the pre-expanded laser beam and
results in the highest dispersion.
an efficiency of roughly 10%.

At this angle the grating exhibits

Since the grating is used twice per

pass, the net efficiency is roughly the square of the grating
efficiency, or about 1 %.

This represents a ten-fold improvement in

efficiency over the .simple grazing incidence design.

Not all of this

improvement is realized in the output power of the laser since
addi tional

reflective losses are introduced at the prism faces.

Nevertheless, a factor of four is easily achieved.
The tuning mirror is fully reflecting (aluminum coated) and is
as wide as the entire diffracted order which is reflected back onto
the grating (50 mm).

Since it is the tuning element of the laser, this

mirror is mounted in a precision rotatable mount incorporating Bendix
flexure pivots and a fine-pitch micrometer adjustment screw.
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Once aligned, the laser exhibited a spectral full-width-athalf-maximum of <5 GHz and a peak power of 2 kW.
of one laser is shown in Fig. 10.

The spectral output

The linewidth measurement was made

using a Tropel model 240 scanning spectrum analyzer having a free
spectral range of 30 GHz and a finesse of 100.

Since the lasers

operate in a pulsed mode, the output of the spectrum analyzer was
sent to a lock-in amplifier to slowly average the

pul~es

while the

scan was taken. The sweep time was 500 sec and the time constant of
the lock-in amplifier was 1 sec.
The output beam of the laser was strongly polarized in the
vertical direction due to the higher grating efficiency for light
polarized perpendicularly to the grooves in the grating.
structure was apparent in the beam.

No mode

Since the longitudinal mode

spacing c/2.2. of the laser cavity is 750 MHz, frequency jitter in the
laser of this order would have been averaged by the lock-in amplifier
thus leaving the cavity modes unresolved.
To set up the laser, first the single-pass spot caused by
feedback from the output mirror is maximized by adjusting the tilt of
the output mirror while viewing the spot on a white card.

Next, the

first prism is slid into the beam and the angle is adjusted to give a
magnification of 3x-4x.

The second prism is then introduced and

adjusted in the same fashion.

Fine adjustments in the prism angles and

positions are made until the beam is seen to pass directly through the
center of each prism and to have a net magnification of roughly 10x.
The diffraction grating is then adjusted so that i t intercepts the
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pre-expanded beam as fully as possible without over-filling the
grating.

The second order diffraction spot is reflected back onto the

grating by the tuning mirror, at which point lasing should be observed.
The vertical and horizontal tilt of the tuning mirror is then carefully
adjusted until maximum output power is attained.
In the final steps of aligning the laser, the output is loosely
focused by a beam-expanding telescope and sent through a fixed FabryPerot etalon, producing fringes that can be viewed on a white card.
This arrangement provides instantaneous feedback to the operator and
greatly facilitates final laser adjustments to obtain the narrowest
bandwidth.

The thickness of the Fabry-Perot etalon is chosen to give

a free-spectral range of about 20 GHz.
Sodium Reference Cell
It is

often convenient to have an independent method of

locating and identifying the Rydberg states.
external sodium reference cell was made.

For this purpose, an
The reference cell is

constructed from a 1.25 inch diameter Pyrex tube measuring 3.5 inches
in length.

Circular Pyrex windows were blown onto both ends of the

tube, and a separate "finger" extrudes from the bottom.

The finger

measures 2.25 inches in length and is 112 inch in diameter.

The

purpose of the finger is to control the vapor pressure of the sodium
inside the cell by condensing it there at a lower temperature which
also has the advantage of keeping the sodium from condensing on the
windows.
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Located inside the cell are two electrodes: a flat stainlesssteel collector measuring 3/4 inch square, and a grid of approximately
the same size made from 100 i/inch nickle mesh.

The device is filled

with approximately 10- 3 gm of sodium that had been distilled into it
under high vacuum.
The reference cell is housed in a two-compartment oven.

The

main oven compartment is located on top and consists of an internal
electrically heated copper chamber. measuring 5x6x2 inches.

This

chamber is surrounded on all sides with one inch of fiberglass
insulation and rests inside of a larger 7x8x4 inch stainless-steel box.
In the side of the main compartment is cut a 1.25 inch square window
through which fluorescence may be observed.

The two ends of the

compartment also have 314 inch diameter holes through which the laser
beam passes.

The lowE!r oven com partment is a 1 inch diameter copper

tube which protrudes 3 inches below the main oven and is also
electrically heated.
An iron-constantan thermocouple junction is attached to each
oven compartment and their temperatures are independently maintained
by individual temperature controllers (RFL Industries Model 76/J-2).
The reference cell is typically operated with the upper
compartment at 240°C and the finger temperature at 220°C.

The lasers

pass between the grid and collector and when a Rydberg state is
excited, free-electrons produced by collisional ionization are directed
to the collector by a negative 5-V bias applied to the grid.

The
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output from the collector is displayed without amplification on an
oscilloscope.
Electron Multipliers and Voltage Divider Network
A windowless electron multiplier was used for detection of
both the collisional-ionization and the field ionization signals.

The

particular device used was an 18 stage, CuBe-dynode, venetian-blindtype electron multiplier manufactured by SRC Laboratories and capable
of delivering gains up to 10 6 •

The ,venetian-blind construction was

preferred over the box-and-grid or fast-focused designs because of its
higher saturation threshold and uniform gain characteristics.

CuBe was

chosen for the dynode material because it had the advantage of
providing relatively stable gain even after repeated short exposure to
the atmosphere (which necessarily occurred whenever the sodium source
was recharged).

The defining entrance aperture above the first dynode

stage measured one inch in diameter, thus providing adequate area for
all electrons to strike the detector surface even if the tube happened
to be slightly misaligned.
Special consideration was given to the design of the voltage
di vider network in order to meet the specific requirements of high
detection efficiency, fast response time, and good linearity.
schematic diagram of this circuit is shown in Fig. 11.

A

Because the

particles to be detected were low-energy electrons, the first dynode
was operated at +300 V relative to ground where the electron detection
efficiency (90-100%) is highest.

A Zener diode was used as the biasing

+HV
Fig. ll.
Voltage Divider Network and Output CouplinR Circuit used for
Biasing Electron Multiplier Tubes.
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element for this stage instead of a resistor so that the focusing of
electrons into the tube would not depend on the overall voltage
applied to -the divider net wor k.

Metallic film resistors, each with a

value of 1Mn (±1 %), were used between adjacent dynode stages from
through 15.

Carbon resistors were avoided in this application because

of their tendency to drift on heating.

Higher-value resistors were

used on the last few dynodes to boost the interstage voltage and
thereby

minimize

space-charge

effects

which

could

introduce

nonlinearities in the gain of these stages where the electron density
is highest.

To improve the pulse response characteristics of the

electron multiplier, the last three dynodes were also shunted with
capaCitors to provide the extra current drawn by larger pulses.
EMT Calibrator
In any experiment where an attempt is made to make an
absolute measurement of a physical property, precise calibration is
always essential.

To be useful, all calibrations must be traceable to

some set of recognized standards and must extend to all elements of
the measuring system.

These elements include such devices as

detectors, transducers, amplifiers, attenuators and recorders, all of
which are used at some point in this experiment.

Since standard

procedures exist for the calibration of most of these devices, no
special attention will be given to them.

However, the gain of an

electron multiplier depends on the type and energy of the particular
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particle to be detected and will, in general, require special attention
to insure that a proper calibration is made.
Ideally, the calibration of the electron multipliers should
take place just prior to data taking, while they are assembled as they
are used in the experiment.

This would insure that the same geometry

exists for both calibration and signal detection, and hence no change
in the focus of the electron beam into the detector.

Unfortunately,

no practical method to acomplish this goal could be found, and instead
the electron multipliers were calibrated noff-linen just prior to
assembly of the actual experiment.
Because of their high gain· (-1 0 6 ) and low anode saturation
current (-1 ~A), it was necessary to develop a device capable of
generating stable, precise electron-beam currents in the range of 10- 12
A.

After several

prototype~

were built and evaluated, the best

features of each were incorporated into a final design.
shown in Fig. 12.

This design is

The device operates as follows: a stream of

electrons emerging from

the flat face of an indirectly heated

dispenser cathode is extracted by a set of grids and loosely
collimated into a broad beam.

The electron beam is then passed

through an aperture, reducing its diameter to 1/4 inch, and into a
Faraday cage.

A roughly

120-~m

diameter pinhole in the bottom allows

a small fraction of the beam (-.01 %) to exit while the remainder is
collected on the conducting walls of the Faraday cage.

Since the

current passing through the hole (the output beam) represents a
constant fraction of that collected by the Faraday cage, it

i~

possible

Cathode
Heater

Cathode

Extractor Supressor Entrance
Grid
Grid
Aperture

Faraday
Cage

C:f~--4--f~~-/~~~--/~-/~--~~-----~---/I~

I

C:I~~__~II~~I~~I~~.I~~II~~_______________

Fig. 12.
Stabili~ed PieD-Ampere Electron-Beam Source used in
Calibration of Electron Multiplier Tubes.

Exit
Aperture
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to use the Faraday cage current in a servoloop to stabilize and adjust
the much smaller output-beam current.

This was done using a home-

made electron-gun regulator coupled to a voltage-programmable power
supply that was used to heat the cathode.

By adjusting the time

constant and the gain of the regulator, stable operation of the device
was possible over a wide range of currents.
During calibration, the energy of the output beam was set to
15 eV by adjusting the potential of. the cathode relative to ground.
This was done in order to match the energy of the electrons actually
detected in the experiment.

The beam was made to be incident directly

on the first dynode of the electron multiplier, which was biased at
300 V.

The actual current striking the dynode was then determined by

connecting a Keithley mOdel 155 picoammeter in series with it.

The

beam current was adjusted and monitored for a few minutes and, after
it had stabilized, the picoammeter was removed.

At this point voltage

was applied to the divider network and the collector current at the
output of the electron multiplier was measured using a batterypowered Fluke model 8022A digital multimeter.

It was necessary to use

a battery operated device, which could be isolated from ground, since
the collector was biased near 3000 V.
Several determinations of the gain were made for both electron
multipliers, at four different overall divider voltages, and the values
were averaged.
13 and 14.

The results of the measurements are plotted in Figs.

These plots are similar to measurements made by the manu-

facturer, and show a tendency toward saturation at higher voltages.
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computer Interface and

Transi~nt

Digitizer

Data acquisition, recording, and signal processing all took
place through a transient recorder-microcomputer system.

Analog

signals, arriving at the input of the recorder, were digitized and
stored as complete single waveforms consisting of 2048 8-bit words,
and were later read out by the computer via a bit-parallel word-serial
interface.
The transient recorder was a Biomation model 8100 waveform
recorder having a resolution of 1 part in 256 (8-bit) and a minimum
sampling interval of 10 nsec (100 nsec in dual channel mode).

The

computer mainframe consisted of a 22-s1ot S-100 bus (manufactured by
TEl incorporated) into which various specialized boards were plugged.
The system contained 64 kJlobytes (1 kilobyte - 1024 bytes) of dynamic
memory on two memory boards (Netronics R&D Ltd).

The CPU was a z80

microprocessor located on a separate card (SSM model CB2) which also
contained a primitive monitor (Zapple) residing in EPROM (erasable
programmable memory).

The computer was programmed through keyboard

entry via a keyboard monitor card (VB3) which also echoed the
characters to a monochrome display (NEC model JB1201M).
Two 8-inch floppy disk drives (Siemens model FDD 100-8D) were
available for storing programs and data, and were operated by a
separate disk drive controller
Products).

board

(Versafloppy, SD Com puter

Data transfer and commands to the transient recorder were

carried out through a parallel-port board (Switchboard).

CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experimental Procedure
To begin an experiment, the sodium reference cell is heated to
a temperature of 240°C and the 32S1/2 to 32p3/2 transition is found by
visually observing the resonance fluorescence at 5890 ~ through the
side window in the oven.

A low Rydberg state (n=14-20) is found by

slowly tuning the blue laser while observing the output signal from
the reference cellon an oscilloscope.

The Rydberg state is identified

by measuring the wavelength of the laser using a 1/4-meter
monochromator.

The particular state of interest is later found by

counting resonances up from the known state.

Once obtained, the

signal from the reference cell is maximized by fine tuning each laser.
The sodium atomic-beam source is activated by heating i t to
300°C and allowing it to equilibrate for about one hour.

During this

time all of the associated electronics are also turned on and allowed
to warm up.

The output of the high-voltage pulser is checked on the

oscilloscope to be sure it is triggering properly, and the delay and
rise time of the pulse are set.

A field-ionization signal is obtained

in the atomic beam and its intensity is maximized by adjusting the
laser beam overlap while simultaneously observing the field-ionization
signal on an oscilloscope.

The threshold for the observed field-

ionization signal is measured and the state is positively identified.
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At this point the high-voltage pulse is temporarily applied to the
opposite field plate and the field-ionization signal is observed on the
other channel to ensure that the other electron multiplier is also
operating properly.
The data acquisition program is loaded into the com puter and
the signals observed on the oscilloscope are then sent to the
transient recorder.

The input levels, pretrigger value, and sampling

interval are then adjusted until a digitizable trace is obtained.
Liquid nitrogen is next fed freely into the cryogenic enclosure
until liquid is observed to be flowing out of the recovery end.

Then,

in order to conserve liquid nitrogen, the flow rate is decreased to a
rate that is just adequate to ensure that liquid is always present in
the cooling tubes.
The 10-V bias is applied to field plate one, and the power
supply for the heater filament of the sodium beam oven is turned all
the way up.

This step is always performed last since the run time of

the sodium source is limited to about twenty minutes when it reaches
the

400°C operating temperature used for recording collisional-

ionization signals.

As the source temperature slowly increases,

channel A is constantly monitored to detect the onset of collisional
ionization.

Once obtained., several recordings of the signals are made,

and the operating conditions of the experiment are noted.
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Method of Data Analysis
A typical time-resolved signal in which the field-ionizing pulse
was not applied appears in Fig. 15.

In this signal a decay was

observed in the ionization rate resulting in a two-fold decrease after
about 1.6

~sec.

This effect was attributed to a reduction in the

collision frequency

between excited state atoms resulting from

expansion of the excitation vOlume as the different -velocity groups
begin to overtake and pass beyond each other.
A theoretical prediction of the time dependence of the collision
frequency for a transversely-excited cylindrical volume of atoms in a
collimated beam reproduces the observed signals quite well.

1'he

prediction was performed using a numerical method based on kinetic
theory and the 1-mm-diameter excitation region particular to our
experiments (see Appendix A).
At higher densities (nG=10 ll cm- 3 ) the shape of the ionization
signal changes dramatically. as shown in Fig. 16.

The very short and

intense peak at the beginning is the result of multi photon ionization
and laser-induced collisions of sodium atoms and dimer molecules.
which occur in 1 % abundance at the elevated temperature of 450 oC. 23
This fast peak. which is instrument-limited to 100 a nsec rise time. is
followed by a period of normal collisional ionization lasting about 500
nsec.

At the end of this time there appears a sudden sharp rise in

the ionization rate which peaks at about 1.5
gradual decline to zero at about 4

~sec.

~sec

and is followed by a
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As discussed previously in Chapter 2, this behavior may be the
result of an avalanche mechanism in which the buildup of free electron
density suddenly results in the rapid and nearly total ionization of
the medium by electron-Rydberg collisions.

This view is consistent

with previous observations by other workers. 7 ,s
Collisional ionization spectra followed by field ionization were
acquired with nG-l0 lo cm- 3 for the states 26D, 27D, 28D, and 29D.
representative spectrum is shown in Fig. 17.

A

The lower (100-nsec)

resolution of these signals occurred because the digitizer had to be
slowed down to allow switching between channels while both channels
were acquiring data simultaneously.

Several spectra, usually 10, were

taken for each state so that the results could be averaged.
radiati ve lifetimes

were typically

~20

Since the

lJsec, the excited-state

population was considered to be constant for the first 1-2 lJsec after
the laser pulse.

The depopulation due to collisional ionization before

the application of the field-ionizing pulse was found to amount to no
more than 1 % of the total excited state population whenever the
experiment was performed below the avalanche threshold.
The initial ionization rate was determined by fitting the
collisional-ionization Signal to the theoretical curve previously
described, and extrapolating to zero time [Eq.

(29)J (the first

experimental point was not included in the fit to avoid erroneous
contributions from the fast peak).

The total number of Rydberg states

was determined by numerical integration of the field ionization signal,
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and the initial number density was then found by dividing by the
excitation volume II [(Eq. (30)J

dn e
dt

n

VA
GA II e RA

t=o

1

R

Os

1

II e

r
0

VB

(29)

t=o

(30)

dt

RB

Here V, G, and R are the signal voltage, EMT gain, and load
resistance, respectively.

The subscripts indicate the different

channels, A being used for collisional ionization and B for field
ionization.
The rate constant for collisional ionization was determined by
putting these two initial conditions into Eq. (22) and ignoring all
terms other than the Rydberg-Rydberg collisional ionization term.
From these rate constants the individual cross sections have been
inferred using Eqs. (27) and (28).
Presentation of Results and Comparison with
Previous Indirect Measurements
The cross sections obtained by the method described above are
plotted on a log-log scale against n* In Fig. 18.

The results show a

trend that is consistent with a scaling of (n*)" and indicate cross
sections that are about a factor of fifty larger than geometric.

The
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magnitude and trend in the measurements are thus in fair agreement
with the Monte-Carlo predictions of R.E. Olson lB for thermal energy
collisions, but show a large discrepancy with the results

~f

G. Vitrant

et al. B The explanation for this discrepancy may lie in the partially
incorrect method used by Vitrant et al. in deriving the cross sections
from their data.

In that analysis no consideration was given to the

reduction in the ionization rate due to velocity group dispersion,
where the effect should have been severe since the diameter of their
excitation was only about 100

~m.

In conclusion, the first reliable experimental measurements of
Rydberg-Rydberg collisional-ionization cross sections have been made.
The results support the predictions of Monte-Carlo simulations and
support the validity of treating a Rydberg-Rydberg collision as a
classical

multi body interaction.

Further investigations

toward

discovering the final state distribution of the collision partners
would no doubt help to enhance the basic understanding of this
process.
Analysis of Experimental Uncertainties
The uncertainties in the measurements

presented here are

primarily systematic in nature, the largest of these being the
uncertainty in the gain of the two electron mul tipliers, where the
error (one standard deviation) in each was determined to be 30%.

The

next largest contribution comes from an estimated 10% uncertainty in
the active volume.

This error occurs not only as the result of
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geometrical problems encountered while attempting to restrict the
excitation region, but also from the possibilty that scattered laser
light

may increase the intended

volume of

the region in an.

unpredictable way.
In addition, at an operating temperature of liOooe the number
density of atoms in the source is on the order of 10 15 cm- 3 •

The mean

free path of the atoms is therefore about 1/2 mm, which is slightly
less than the diameter of the aperture through which they escape.
This means that the sodium-beam source is operating in a regime
intermediate between that of a true jet source and a purely effusive
source, in which case the simplifying assumption of an effusive source
made in calculating the relative velocity of atoms in the beam could
have been too naive.

However, the fact that the same assumption was

made for the purpose of calculating the time dependence of the
ionization signal, which turned out to be remarkably accurate, would
tend to indicate that the assumption was not too far wrong.

For this

reason an uncertainty of 10% is assumed in the calculated value of
vrel.
a

In the future, if a more accurate value is required, i t would be

relatively

simple

experiment

to

measure

this

quantity

experimentally, which could be done by letting the eXCitation region
impinge upon a metal surface where it would emit secondary electrons.
Each electron could then be detected by an electron multiplier,
marking the arrival of a Rydberg atom at the surface, and would
correlate to the velocity of the atom.
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If all other sources of error are assumed to be negligible in
comparison to the ones mentioned above, the resulting total error in
the measurement of each cross section can be found by adding in
quadrature the individual uncertainties.
uncertainty of 69 %•

The result is an estimated

APPENDIX A
TIME DEPENDENCE OF THE IONIZATION SIGNAL
The Rydberg-Rydberg collisional ionization signal is directly
proportional to the collision frequency between the Rydberg states.
In an atomic beam, where only a small volume of Rydberg states is
initially prepared, the collision frequency is expected to be strongly
tinle dependent.

Two factors

are important in determining the

collision frequency: the density of excited states and the spatial
overlap of the different velocity groups of atoms.
During the time in which the ionization signals are recorded (2
usec), there is very little radiative decay and only about 1 % of the
Rydberg states is lost through ionization.

To a first approximation

then, the total number of Rydberg states may be assumed to be
essentially constant throughout this period, and any change in the
Rydberg density can be ascribed to changes in the volume of the
excited-state medium as it expands in the direction of the atomic
beam.
The second factor, the overlap of the different velocity
groups, is more subtle, but must nevertheless be included if a proper
analysis is to be made.
velocity groups vi and Vj.

Fig. 19 illustrates the process for two
Initially there is complete overlap of the

velocity groups and the full collision rate is realized.

As time

progresses, however, the two groups become more and more separated as
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the faster group passes by the slower one.

During this time the

collision frequency is reduced by a factor

pr9portional~to

overlap volume between the two groups.

If the diam€)ter of each

velocity group is 2r o, then at times greaten than

the loss in

IVii-Vj 1/2ro the

faster group will have completely passed the slower grpup, leaving no
overlap volume and the collision frequency between the groups will be
I

reduced to zero even though the Rydberg density does not go to zero.
The collision frequency between

thes~

two groups of atoms is

written

(1)

where Vo is the initial excitation volume, >.(V;i,Vj,t) is the fractional
overlap volume between the groups at time t, and p(v) lis the number
density of atoms with velocity v.

The total collision frequency Ne(t),

which is also the free-electron production rl'lte, can then be written
as the integral of dNe(Vi,Vj,t) over all velocity groups Vi and Vj'

(2)

Where the factor of 112 has been included to avoid couJ';lting each pair
of velocity groups twice.

If a is assumed to vary little with IVi-Vj I,

it may be factored from the integral,
mean value of Ivcvj I.

Thus

evalu~ting

it at <vrel>' the
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Kinematics of Velocity-Group Dispersion.
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It is further assumed that the velocity distribution p(v) is

gi ven by the Maxwell-Boltzman distribution:

where a
function

= Im/2kT

and n is the number density of atoms.

>,(vi,Vj,t) depends

excitation region.

on the

particular

The overlap

geometry of

the

For a cylindrical volume of radius ro and length 10

that has been excited perpendicularly to the direction of the atomic
beam z, this function may be written

When Eqs. (3), (4), and (5) are combined, the resulting integral
cannot be evaluated analytically, but instead has to be done
numerically.

A listing of the program written to evaluate the full

expression at several times t is included in Appendix B.

The results

of the calculation appear as the cross hatches in Fig. 15.
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If all that is desired is the value of the integral at t=O,
which is all that is truly needed to evaluate
somewhat simpler since >.(vi, Vj, t=O) =

1 •.

0,

the integral is

In that case Eq. (3) becomes

Ne (t=O)

(6)

The quantity in square brackets is just the average of the relative
velocity times the square of the number density of atoms nR,<vrel> so
that Eq. (6) becomes

The quantity <vrel> was evaluated numerically (the program appears in
Appendix C) with the result

(8)

Eq. (7) was the one used to determine the cross sections from the
experimental data.

APPENDIX B

ANALYSIS OF SPACE CHARGE EFFECTS

What follows is an estimate of the charge density required in
the interaction region to begin trapping of free electrons.

We begin

by assuming that all of the space charge is confined to a spherical
region of radius ro with uniform charge density p located midway
between two field plates maintained at a potential difference Vo.

It

is further assumed that the kinetic energy of the free electrons is
negligible (Le.

«

1 eV).

Under these conditions space-charge trapping

will begin to occur when the potential due to the space-charge region
just cancels the potential due to the field plates.

Since the

excitation occurs halfway between the field plates, this will happen
when the potential at the surface of the space-charge region reaches

The electric potential at the surface of a spherical charge
distribution may be found by applying Gauss's law, giving the result
(in MKS units)

(1)

where V is the electric potential and Eo is the permittivity of free
space.

Setting ro=l mm and Vo=10 V, Eq. (1) may be solved for the
73
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charge density with the result

(2)

p

which is equivalent to a number density of 5.21x10 9 cm- 3 of sodium
ions.
In the experiment, the initially-excited Rydberg density is
typically 10 9 cm- 3 •

Since only about 1 % of these become ionized, the

residual space charge would be roughly 10 7 cm- 3 of sodium ions.

This

is more than two orders of magnitude less than the threshold for
space-charge trapping.

It should be further noted that this model

assumes that all of the ionized sodium atoms remain in the region
despite the applied electric field while in actuality they would be
swep: out of the region on a time scale of the order of 10
nanoseconds.

Also, while the assumption of a spherical charge

distribution is somewhat oversimplified, a more careful analysis using
a finite cylindrical charge distribution with the same volume would
not yield Significantly different results since the approximate size of
the two regions would still be the same.

APPENDIX C
PROGRAM LISTINGS
Microcomputer data acquisition program
Beginning on the following page is a computer-generated
listing of the data-acquisition program used in the experiment.

The

program is written in a version of the Pascal programming language and
is executed by the Z80-based microcomputer.

The program also uses

several assembly-language utility programs for communication with the
transient recorder and for driving the CRT display (a listing of these
begins on page 84.
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PROGRAM BIGSIG;

{1 OCT 83 J

VAR
n,m,channel,threshold,opmode,header,npts:INTEGER
start ,stop,marker ,auto ,nfiles ,exi t:INTEGER
filename ,name:STRING
ext:CHAR;
disp:
ARRAY[0 •• 2048J OF
sig:
ARRAY[0 •• 2048J OF
back:
ARRAY[0 •• 2048J OF
buffer:
ARRAY[0 •• 2048J OF
EXTERNAL
EXTERNAL
EXTERNAL
EXTERNAL

INTEGER;
INTEGER;
INTEGER;
INTEGER;

PROCEDURE getscn(VAR buffer:INTEGER);
PROCEDURE disp1 (VAR bufferlINTEGER; npts:INTEGER);
PROCEDURE disply(VAR buffer:INTEGER; npts:INTEGER);
PROCEDURE avscan(VAR buffer:INTEGER; nscans:INTEGj::R);

FUNCTION keysts:INTEGER;
VAR status:INTEGER;
BEGIN
status:=O;
IN LINE ("CALL / $F012 / "STA / status );
keys ts :=st at us;
END;
PROCEDURE scan;
VAR n,key:INTEGER;
BEGIN
key:=O;
WHILE key=O DO
BEGIN
key:=keysts;
IF auto = 1 THEN
BEGIN
getscn (sig[ OJ);
subtract;
END
ELSE getscn(disp[OJ);
IF mar ker = 0 THEN
BEGIN
FOR n:=O TO 2 DO disp[start+nJ:=disp[start+nJ+10;
FOR n:=O TO 2 DO disp[stop+nJ:=disp[stop+nJ+10;
FOR n:=O TO 2 DO disp[channel+n]:=threshold;
END;
FOR n: c 1 TO 5 DO disp1(disp[0],npts);
END;
END;
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PROCEDURE backgroundj
VAR nscans,n:INTEGER;
BEGIN
WRITE('Number of backgrounds to average? (1 to 255) ');
READLN(nscans );
FOR n:=O TO npts DO back[n]:=O;
a vscan (back[ 0] ,nscans);
FOR n:=O TO npts DO
BEGIN
back[nJ:=back[nJ DIV nscanSj
disp[nJ:=back[nJ+$8000;
END;
disply(disp[OJ ,npts);
END;
PROCEDURE subtract;
VAR n:INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR n:=O TO npts DO
BEGIN
disp[nJ:=(sig[nJ-back[nJ)+$8000+128;
END;
END;
PROCEDURE plot;
VAR delay ,n ,m ,k,key ,mag,dual :INTEGERi
ready: CHAR;
BEGIN
WRITE('Dual channel plot? (0 = NO,
YES ');
READLN(dual );
WRITE( 'Delay between points? ');
READLN(delay);
WRITE ( , 'Magnification on X-axis? ');
READLN (mag)j
OUT[ $8C] :=LO(disp[ OJ);
OUT[$8D]:=0;
OUT[$8E] :=255;
OUT[$8F] :=255;
IF dual=O THEN
BEGIN
WRITELN( 'Hit RETURN when ready to start plotting');
READ (ready) i
FOR n:=O TO (npts DIV mag)-2 DO
BEGIN
FOR m:=1 TO mag DO OUT[$8C]:=LO(disp[nJ);
FOR k: =0 TO delay DO BEGIN; END;
END;
END
ELSE
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BEGIN
WRITELN( 'HIT RETURN to start plotting channel A');
READ (ready);
FOR n:=O TO «npts DIV mag) DIV 2)-3 DO
BEGIN
FOR m:=l TO mag*2 DO OUT[$8CJ:=LO(disp[n*2J);
FOR k:=O TO delay DO BEGIN; END;
END;
WRITELN( 'Lift pen for retrace, then hit RETURN');
READ(ready);
OUT[$8CJ:=disp[lJ;
OUT[$8DJ:=0;
OUT[$8EJ :=255;
OUT[$8FJ :=255;
WRITELN('Hit RETURN to start plotting channel B');
READ(ready);
FOR n:=O TO «npts DIV mag) DIV 2)-3 DO
BEGIN
FOR m:=l TO mag*2 DO OUT[$8CJ:=LO(disp[n*2+1J);
FOR k:=O TO delay DO BEGIN; END;
END;
WRITE('Lift pen then hit RETURN');
READLN (ready);
END;
END;
PROCEDURE hold;
VAR n:INTEGERj
BEGIN
IF m+(start-stop)<2049 THEN
BEGIN
FOR n:= start TO stop DO buffer[m+n-startJ:=disp[nJ;
m:=m+(stop-start )j
END
ELSE WRITELN( 'Buffer is full')j
FOR n:=O TO npts DO disp[nJ:=buffer[nJ;
displ y(disp[ OJ ,npts)j
END;
PROCEDURE store;
VAR n,result:INTEGER;
diskfile:TEXT;
BEGIN
WRITELN( 'Enter filename ');
READ(filename );
ASSIGN(diskfile ,filename);
REWRITE(dis kf ile);
FOR n:=O TO 2048 DO WRITELN(diskfile,disp[nJ)j
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CLOSE(diskfil e ,resul t);
disply(disp[ 0] ,npts);
nfiles:=nfiles+l;
FOR n:=O TO npts DO
BEGIN
buffer[n]:=128;
END;
m:=O;
END;
PROCEDURE restore;
VAR n,resul t:INTEGER;
discfile:TEXT;
BEGIN
WRITELN( 'Enter filename ');
READ (filename);
ASSIGN (discfile ,filename);
RESET(discfile );
FOR n:=O TO 2048 DO READLN(discfile,disp[n]);
CLOSE(discfile ,result);
disply(disp[O]);
END;
PROCEDURE setup;
VAR exit,nchange:INTEGER;
BEGIN
header:=5; exit:=O; marker:-'
WHILE exit=O DO
BEGIN
WRITELN;
IF header=5 THEN
BEGIN
WRITELN('1.start channel
=',start:4);
WRITELN('2.end channel
=',stop:4);
WRITELN(' 3. threshold channel .. ' ,channel: 4);
WRITELN('4.threshold value
=',threshold:4););
WRITELN( '5. values OK, procede');
header:=o;
END;
WRITE('Enter number preceding item to be changed: ');
scan;
READ (nchange);
IF nchange<5 THEN WRITE('New value? ');
CASE nchange OF
1:BEGIN
READLN(start );
scan;
END;
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2:BEGIN
READLN(stop);
scan;
END;
3:BEGIN
READLN(channel );
scan;
END;
4:BEGIN
READLN(threshol d);
scanj
END;
5: exit:=l;
ELSE
BEGIN
WRITELN('cannot be changed')j
nchange:=l j
END;
END;
ENDj
header:=5j marker:=Oj
ENDj
PROCEDURE discriminate;
BEGIN
IF auto=O THEN
BEGIN
disp[channel]:=O
WHILE(disp[channel]
END
ELSE
BEGIN
disp[channel] :=0;
WHILE disp[channel]
BEGIN
getscn(sig[O])j
subtractj
ENDj
END;
disply(disp[O] ,npts);
END;
BEGIN {bigsig}
channel:=1000j
start: =901 i
exit:=Oj
opmode:=l ;
nfiles:=l ;
mal"ker:=O;

<

threshold DO getscn(disp[O])j

< threshold

threshol d: =200
stop:=1100i
npts:=2048j
header:=5j
auto:=Oj
m:=O;

DO
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name:= 'B:SCAN.OO';
FOR n:=O TO npts DO
BEGIN
back[n]:=128;
buffer [n]: = 128;
END;
WHILE opmode<>10 DO
BEGIN
WRITELN;
IF header=5 THEN
BEGIN
WRITELN( 'Enter desired mode of operation:')
WRITELN('
1 .repetiti ve scan and display
signal');
WRITELN('
2.get a background
buffer');
WRITELN('
3.turn on auto subtract
disk' );
WRITELN( ,
4.turn off auto subtract
WRITELN( ,
5.set big signal threshold
header:=O;
END;
header:=header+1;
WRITE('mode? ');
READLN(opmode );
CASE opmode OF
.1: scan;
2: background;
3: auto:=1; scan;
4: auto:=O; scan;
5: setup;
6: discriminate;
7: hold;
8: store;
9: restore;
10: ;
ELSE WRITELN(' invalid mode');
END;
END;
END.

6.search for

big

7 .hol d si gnal in
8.store buffer to
9.read back disk');
1 O.qui t');
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Assembly Language Driver Routines
RYDBERG UTILITY PACKAGE
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.ZSO
.RADIX
EllTliY

GETSCH. AVSCAN. DISP1, DISPLY

16

; External aadr •• se.
CSTS
: I/O

EQU
~ort.

Cl'ID
FLG
DATA
FLGRES
OPERND
OPRATR

OF012

YHIGH
YLOW
XHIGH
XLOW

EQU
EQU

04
06
06
07

for

Arte~

SFUNCT
AB"
CLEAR
READ
BESET
STROBE
READY
FLGl'ISK
ENOUT
;

~

I3E

SF

£QU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

; ; ; ; ; ; ;

~

a l'ISl!'.
land 4 LSB'. lonly hilh nibblv usvd)
: x-n i I a l'ISB' I
land 4 LSB'I (only hilh nibbl. u.ed)

I,-nil

aD

I Canstantl (BiollUlticn

r,c~~d.~

wire wrap board DAC'.

9C

EOU
EQU

~outin~

loutput .trobe ~ort for 8100 CHD linv
I in~ut latch port f~r ~10~ FL; ,jsnal
linput ~ort.for ~100 DO-D7 lin.!
linput ~ort -- relet. FLG ~ort Ilsnal
lout~ut port fo~ 13100 BO-B~ l·in,.
loutput port for 81('" B~-Pl~ lin"

03
03

EQl!
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
~ort.

conuole Itatul

for Biomation·9100 traneient

EQU

I I/O

:Zap~I.

wi

DE9
10
80
DEA
01
04
20
1)4
DEll

red to b. de·y i c:. 11 I I

Int function o~.rator
; -, rm- op.rand
;"updato Itatus word" op"rand
I read Itatus op"rator
I "rei. t" operand
Ibit 2 hilh •• ndl eMD strobe to
; malk for al"II read, Ita tU!
Imask for 9100 FLG bit
lanabla out~ut data command

a I (II)

; : ; : ; ; : ; ; : : ; : : : : : : : : : ; : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ! : ! : : : : :

GET SCAN - this routine c:aulas the Biomation 13100 to take one 20413
pcint _c:an and tranlfer it into a buffer in c:o~put.r memory. !t
axp.ctl to have Dna arlumant pa •• ad to it on th. Itack:
lIt ar.umont • Itart addr.11 of 40q~ ~~t, ~uff,r trIa

•. " " " " . " , . " " " " " " " , . , . " " " "
•

,

t

•••••••••

GETSCN: POP
POP
PUSH
DI
CALL
NXT:
LD
OUT
HANG1: IN
AND

JR

,

•••••••••••••••••••••••

BC
HL
BC

,

••••••••••••••••

•••

t

•• t

; lu,t· Pascal r,turn addr.!,
l.et buffer aroa addr.,.
I~ulh Palcal return add".'1

SETUP
: do 8100 Ican
IlIltnd a
A.STROBE
leRD). A

,

"

•••••

r"'·"·····,.·.··,",·,'"

~r,,~ar.

C~D

~or

Itrot-,

data xfer

A. (FLG) : han. till 911)1) r"turns a FLG si.nal
FLGMSK
Z.HANG!
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IN
IN
ADD
LD
INC
XOR
LD
INC
INC
BIT
JP
EI

A.(FLGRES)
lclear the fillS bit
A.(DATAI
:then inp'.'t the data
A.eO
lmako full Bcalo • FF
(HL).A lind store it in momory
HL
:advance m.mor~ pOinter
A
lIero A resister
(HL).A lIero MSB
HL
DE
:increment • of points transferred
3.D
:d~n. when O~oO relchpd
Z.NXT

RET

••••• ,.

• t"",

t
t

•••••••••••••••
t
"'""""""."
I

•••

•••••••••••••••

• comment.
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I
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I
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I
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AVERAGE SCANS - this routine caU90S the Eiomation 8100 to take a
number of 2048 point scans and to sum th.m irit~ a b~:~9r 1"
computer memOry. It expects to have 2 argument; plsS9d to it on
the stack:
lIt araumont = start address of 40Q6 byte buffer area
2nd arlumlnt = number of scans t~ perf~rm ;~~~ maximum l
••••••••• t

•••

,

••

t

•••••••••••••••••••••••

,

t

AVSCAN: POP
POP
POP
PUSH
LD
DI
AVLOOP: PUSH
CALL
NEXT:
LD
OUT
HANG2:
IN
AND
JR
IN
IN
"ADD
ADD
tD
INC
JP
INC
NOCYI
INC
INC
BIT
JP
POP
DJNZ
EI
RET

BC
DE
HL
BC
B.E

SETUP:

A. SFUt~CT
(OPRATR).A
A.CLEAR
(OPERND).A

LD
OUT
LD
OUT

1'1'"

••••••••••••••••••
t .. , • • • • •

""""""""""""",.""."."",.,.""

.. , .. OO.,.

: SlIt Pascal rltl)rn Iddr9n
lilt • of scans to av.rlle
: S:~t buffer area address
lpush Pallcal return address
: B i, counter f~r • of IIcans

HL
lllave start of buff.r address
SETUP
: do a 100 lean 8. prepare fo'l' da ta xfer
A.STROBE
l.end a CMD IItr'lbe
(CHDl.A
A. (FLG) : han!l t i 11 ~Ic)c) r.turns a FLG !li!lnal
FLGHSK
Z.HANG2
A. (FtGRES)
:I!:lu.r the fIlii bit
A. (DATA)
:th.n inpvt the Olti
A,ao
lmake full scale • FF
A, (HL)
(HL). A land .tore i t in memory
lpoint to HSB of buffer "0 i n t
HL
NC.NOCY
(HL)
HL
ladvance memory point'.!r
Ii ncrlllient # of point! t 'l'ln! f !p·,."d
DE
3.D
ldone with one scan when 0900 r9ach'.!d
Z.NEXT
I relltore IItart of buffer
HL
AVLOOP : do B IIcans

I UPDATE ST ATIJ5 IJORD .

,

..

,
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HANG4:

OK:

IN
LD
OUT
IN
AND
JR
LD
OUT
IN
AND
JR

JP

LD
OUT
LD
OUT
IN
LD
OUT
HANG3:· IN
AND
JR
LD
OUT
LD
OUT
IN
LD
OUT
HANGS:
IN
AND
JR
IN
E05:
IN
AND
JR
IN
LD
OUT
LD
RET

A, (FLGRES)
l clur flag 1 ine
A,STROBE
(CI'ID1,A
A, (FLG I I wa i t for f I UI
FLGI'ISK
Z,HANG4
A,READ IREAD STATUS WORD
(OPRATR),A
A, (DATA)
READY
NZ,OK
; ready for arm, gO ahead
SETUP
;tryasain
A,SFUNeT
:RESET BIO!'!ATION
(OPllATR),A
Ai RESET
(OPERND),A
A, (FLGRES)
A.STROBE
(CJ1D) , A
A. (FLG)
FLGI'!SK
Z,HANG3
A,SFUNCT
lAB!'! BIOI'IATION
(OPRATR).A
A,ARI'!
(OPERND),A
A, (FLG RES)
: c lu r the f 11.11 bit.
A,STROBE
(Cl'ID).A
A.(FLG) land hanl until FLG is retlJrned
FLGMSK
Z,HANG~

A, (FLGRES)
: clear fIlii bit au in
A, (FLG) IWAIT FOR END OF SCAN
FLGPlSK
Z,EOS
A.IFLGRES)
A,ENOUT IENABLE DATA OUTPUT
(OPRATR),A
DE,OOOO :INITIALI!E DATA COUNTER
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.comment.
DISPLAY ONCE - this routine oUt~Utl a buffer of 16 bit ~alu.1 to
the AID converters on the Artec wire wra~ board for dilFIIY 0; the
buffer on an oscl11olco~e. The routine outputs the bvff.r only
once, 110 it mUlit be called re,.vatedlY to Bet I Itead~ ,co~e traCt,
Only the 12 most significlnt bit, of elch 16 bit value Ir.
displayed. An1 numbr of ~ointl from 1 to 2~5 cln be dis~ll~ed,
and for 256 to 2048 ~oints the number of ~oints displayed is a
multi~le of 256.
For 1-2~~ ~oints the x-axil is ex~.nded b~
factorl of two I I the number of ~oints dil~lay.d is decreased. The
lubroutine ax~ects to have two arlumentl pasled t.o it on the
"tack:
1st argument • Itart address of buffer area
2nd argument • number of 16 bit ~ointl to di,pla,
(1 to 204~)

•
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•••

f

••••••••••••••••••

,

••••••••••

I

••••

'

••••••••

,

••

,., t " " " " " , I . " " ' " " " " " " " . , . " " " . " , . " , · · · · , . " " " ,

POP
POP
POP
PUSH
DENTRY: LD
OR
JR

BC
DE
HL
BC
A,D

SI1ALLD: LD
SHIFT: !lLC
!lLC
JR
!lRC
DEC
INC
LOOP 1: LD
LD
OUTD
OUT
DEC

D,80
D

DISPt:

oun

LD
OUT
LD
INC
INC
!lLCA
DELY:

BIGD:

EX
EX

NZ,BIGD IUle fast display

E

if so

Icalc the increment in D
Ito equal

2~6/npt5 with an~ r9maind9~
rounded UP to nex~ higher power of 2
E
ladlust E so it e~uals increment tImes
E
I orisinal value
:point to MSB of first point.
HL
C,YLOW Ie points at Y-axis ports
A,E
IE has x-axis valu~
loutput high order byte of y
(XHIGH),A
:then high order byte of x
C
Inow low order byt.e 0; Y

A,OFF
I leave low bYt~ of x fixed ~t 0V out
CXLOW),A
A,D
Idel&y for ~ p~riod proportional to
HL
ladvance buff~r pointer
HL·
12 times the increment
(SP),HL I tim'! waster
(SP), HL

LD
LD

A,D

FINISH: LD
OUT
OUT

mod~

NC, SHIFT

E,A
NC,LOOPI
FINISH

EXX

LOOP2 :

A

DEC
JB
LD
SUB
LD
JR·
·IR

LD
EXX
LD
LD
INC
OUTD
LD
OUT
ADD
JP
EXX
DEC
EXX
JP

Iset Pascal r~turn ~ddr~5s
I.,t • of pOints to display
Is,t buff~r are~ addr~ss
Ipush Pascal return address
Idisplay more than 2~6 points?

A

NZ,DELY
A,E
I increment x-lIxis val'le in E
D

B,OO

Idone when E(O
IB is count~r for inn~r loop
put npts/256 in D' regi!!hr

I

D,A
DE,OOO! IDE has increm~nt for buffer point~r
C,YLOH Ie points at Y-axis HSB port
HL
Ipoint to MSB of first point
loutput y-axis high byte. x-axi!!
A, CHL) I counter automaticallY inr.:reml!nted
(YHIGH),A
: then output Y-axis 1(1101 tHte
HL,DE
land increment buffer pointer
NZ,LOOP2
linner 10(11' is 2~6 points long
D

NZ,LOOP2

louter loop

don~

when D'=O

A,OFF
Iset x-alis voltag, to -IOV
(XHIGH),A
(XLOIol),A
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OUT
LD
OUT
RET

land 1-IXil voltase to OV

(YLOUl. A
A.7F
(YHIGHl.A

; : :: ; : : : : : : : : : : : : : ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ~ ; ; ; ~ ; ; ; ~ ! : ! ; ; : ; : ! : : : : ! : ! ! : : : : : : : ; :

DISPLAY - thil routine works just like the ·di5~IIY o~~e· ~outine
IlbclvliI. exce~t that the'buff@r is out·put r@pelt4!'dlY until a ~.!" ~n
thu con~ole keyboard is pr@ssed. The subroutine eXP9tt~ to have
two Ar~ument. pals@d to it on th@ stac~:
1st arlument = start address of buffer a~9a
2nd arsument = number of 16 bit ~oint5 to displa,
(1 to 204131
: ; ; : ; ; : ; ; ; : : :: :: ; :; : : : ;: : :: ;; :; : : ; ; ; ; ;

DIS:PLY: POP
POP
POP
PUSH
CONTNU: CALL
RET
PUSH
PUSH
CALL
POP
POP
JR
END

BC
DE
HL

BC
CSTS
NZ
DE
HL
DENTRY
HL
DE
CONTNU

~

: ; : : ; ; I; : : :

! : ! : : : : : : ! : : : : !

I ut PIlIC al r,t u rn add~e!le
of points to dil~lay
I !Ie t
: lilt buffer area address
:PUlh Pascal return address
: I@e if a key has bee" .. ressed
;"uit if anI! hal

•

lel!le di!lplay b',.ff er
land loop back alain
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10 DIM AIIOO): DIM BI1"O-': DIl'! (:/QI
20 RA-2000: 1B=50: Va.')02~1: Ez 1.6E-IQ! DT=."""",,)0:.
30 VREL=38420!
40 FOR I-I TO 9: READ C(I): NEXT I
50 INPUT "ENTER FULL SCALE ON CHANNEL A ",FA: IF FAa~ THEN FAa.!
60 INPUT "ENTER FULL SCALE OM CHANNEL B "·n: IF FPa,; THEN FIla. I
70 INPUT "ENTER GAIN ON CHANNEL A ".GA: IF GA-O THEN GAa7000'
80 INPUT "ENTER GAIN ON CHANNEL B ". GB! IF ~B",(l T~EN '~P·IE+06
90 INPUT "ENTER FILE TO BE ANALYSED ".Ft: IF FS. o • THEN Ft·"TEST.DAT"
100 OPEN • I" • I. FG
110 1.1

120INPUTOI.BII),AtI)
130 IF EOF(I) THEN !30
1401=1+1: GOTO 120
150 CLOSE 31:N=I-l
160 AI-All): BluB/I)
170 FOR 1=1 TO N: A(I)=A!I:'-At: B(I)=B'!I-Bl! NEXT I
180 GOSUE 360
190 Fsl: DF".I
200 GOSUB 430
210 OX=NX
220 FaF-DF: GOSUB 430
230 DX-NX-OX
240 OX-NX
250 PRINT NX,F.DF.F+C(I)
260 IF DX(O THEN 220
270 F=F+2*DF: DF=.5*DF
Z80 IF DF(.0005 THEN 3"0
290 GOTO 200
300 GOSUE 470
310 Q=AA*2*FA/(255*GA*V*RA*El
320 ROaF*C(1 )*2*FB/1255*GB*V*RB*E)
330 PRINT "RYDBERG DENSITY= ".Q. "INITIAL IONIZATION R~TE: -·RO
340 PEINT "SIGKA=".2*RO/IQ~2*VRELj
350 GOTO 50
360 REM CALCULATE THRESHOLD CHANNEL
370 1=1
380 IF I~30 THEN STOP
390 IF B/Il~5 THEN 410
400 1=1+1: GOTO 390
410 T=I
420 RETURN
430 REM CALCULATE CHI SQUARE
440 NX-O
450 FOR Ial TO 8: NX=NX+IB/T+I)-F.CCI.I)\~2! NEXT I
460 RETURN
470 REM CALCULATE AREA
480 AA-O
490 FOR 1=2 TO N-I: AAaAA+ACI)*DT: NEXT!
500 AA=AA+.54IBll)+BIN) ,*DT
510 RETURN
520 DATA 1000,955.870.805.745.685,630.575·515·465·420
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Lineshape-Analysis Program

2
4
6
50
25
8
10

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-G,O-Z)
DIMENSION V1 (250), V2(250) ,X(250)FV1 (250) ,FV2(250) ,FX(250)
C ,ZX(250),ZV2(250},ZV1(250)
RO-0.1DO
A--2.8D-l0
ACCEPT"ENTER THE TIME (NANOSECONDS)", T
T.1.0D-9*T
ACCEPT "ENTER THE MAXIMUM VELOCITY FOR INTEGRA nON" ,VMAX
ACCEPT "ENTER THE NUMBER OF POINTS FOR X INTEGRAL" ,NDIMX
FORMAT (09.3)
FORMAT (13)
ACCEPT "ENTER THE NUMBER OF POINTS FOR V2 INTEGRAL" ,NDIMV2
ACCEPT "ENTER THE NUMBER OF'POINTS FOR V1 INTEGRAL",NDIMV1
DO 1100 N-l,20
XN.. N
T-500.0D-9*(XN-l.0DO) + 1.00-15

C THIRD INTEGRAL
ZNX-NDIMX
DX.ROI(ZNX-l.0DO)
DO 300 I.l,NDIMX] ZI-I
1X(I).ZI-l.0DO)*DX
C SECOND INTEGRAL
ZNV2-NDIMV2
DV2.(VMAX)/(ZNV2-1.0DO)
DO 200 J.1,NDIMV2
ZJ.J
V2(J).(ZJ-1.0DO)*DV2
C FIRST INTEGRAL

111

211
113
333
334
115

ZN-NIJ_riV1
IF (V2(J)-2.0DO*DSQRT(2.0DO*RO*X(I)-X(I)*X(I»IT) 1 1 1,111,211
DV1 .( V2(J) .. 2.0DO*DSQRT( 2.0DO*RO*X(I )-X(I )*X(I) )/T)I (ZN- 1 .000)
ZZZ·O.ODO
COTO 113
DV1 - 4.0DO*DSQRT(2.0DO*RO*X(I)-X(I)*X(I»/T/(ZN-1.0DO)
ZZZ. V2(J)- 2.0DO*DSQRT( 2.0DO*ROX(I )-X(I)*X(I) IT
IF
(V2(J)+2.000*OSQRT(2.000*RO*X(I)-X(I)*X(I»ITVMAX)333,333,33 4
GOT0115
DV1.VMAX/(ZN-1.0DO)
IF (ZZZ.NE.O.OOO) OV1.(VMAX-ZZZ)/(ZN1-l.0DO)
DO 100 K-' ,NDIMV1
ZK.K
VI(K).(ZK-l.0DO)*DV1+ZZZ
FV1(K)-V1(K)*V1(K)*DEXP(A*V1(K)*V1(K)*V2(J)*V2(J)*DEXP(A*V2
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C
C
100

(J)*V2(J))*DABS(V2(J)-V1 (K)000*«-1.0DO*DABS(V1 (K)-V2(J)))*T+2.0D
O*DSQRT( 2. ODO*RO*X (I)-X(I)*X(I)OO
CONTINUE
CALL DQTrE(DV1,FV1,ZV1,NDIMV1)

C
200

rV2(J) ... ZV1 (NDIMV 1)
CALL DQTrE(DV2,FV2,ZV2,NDIMV2)

C
300

1100

FX(I)-ZV2(NDIMV2)
CALL DQTFE(DX,FX,ZX,NDIMX
TYPE ZX(NDIMX), T
CONTINUE
STOP
END

90

Program !Q Calculate Relative-Velocitv
PROGRAM CALCULATES AVERAGE RELA7:VE VELOCITY IN AN EFFUSIVE aEn~

:

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-:'I,O-Z)
DIMENSION Y1(1000), Y2(1000), V1(1000), V2(1000)
DIMENSION Z1(1000), Z2(1000), PV(1000)

'C

ZK.1.38066D-16
ZM-22.99*1.6605D-24
PI"3.1 Ll1 59DO
WRITE(*,II)'ENTER TEMPERATURE IN CELG::JS'
READ( *, *)T

1'-1+2:3.'=3
tiRITE( *, *) 'TEMP.', 7
ASQ·-ZM/(2.0DO*ZK*T)
VMP.1.0DO/DSQRT(-ASQ)
WR:Tt:( *, *) 'VMP.', VMP
'wnrTE(*,*)'ENTER UPPER LIMIT OF INTEGRATION AS VMAX/VMP'
READ(*,*)V
VMAX.V*VMP
WR:TE( *, *) 'ENTER NUMBER OF POINTS IN lNT::GRAND (MAX.' oeo:'
READ( *, *)NPTS
DV.VMAX/NPTS.
WRITE( *, *) 'DV.' ,DV
DO 1 00 I.1 ,NPTS

., ....

_.-J.

100

200

3:;:

, 000

V1 (I).Z!*DV
V2(I)·V1 (I)
PV(I)-V1 (I)*V1 (I)*DEXP(ASQ*V1 (I)·V1 (I»)
CON'jINUE
:)0 300 J.1,NPTS
DO 200 K.1,NPTS
Y1(K).OABS(V1(J)-V2(K»*PV(K)
CONTINUE
CALL DQTFE(DV ,Y1 ,Z1 ,NPTS)
Y2(J)·Z1(NPTS)*PV(J)
CONT:NUE
CALL DQTFE(DV,Y2,Z2,NPTS)
VREL--( 8.0DO/PI)* ASQ* ASQ* ASQ*Z2( NPTS)
viR!TE(lt,*)'AVERAGE RELATIVE VELOCITY •
GOTO 10
END
SUBROUTINE OQTFE(H,Y,Z,NOIM)
DIMENSION Y( 1OOO),Z( 1000)
DOUBLE PRECISION Y ,Z,H,HH,SUM 1,SUM2

C
SUM2·0.0DO
IF(NDIM-1) 4,3,1
HH-.5DO*H

',VREL
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C

2

3
4

INTEGRATION LOOP
DO 2 I-2,NDIM
SUM1-SUM2
SUM2=SUM2+HH* (Y (1)+ YCI-1))
Z(I-1) .. SUM1
Z(NDIM )=SUM2
RETURN

END
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